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Masters on the Mountain 33
A Martial Event Where Learning
Doesn’t Need to be Scary
Willem de Thouars

N

ever in my entire life, was I more of an
enthusiast of attending a gathering, very
unique, of perhaps the most skilled practitioners ever coming together as a family. There
were no uniforms, no sashes, no ranking systems, no
maestros, no pendekars or other ego-inspired rankings.
For me it was a spiced up special weekend to be
there as an attending older instructor to share some
of my skills. How lucky that I could consider those
folks as family, very special to me; after all with me,
it was never all about myself, my skills or how great
I am-I never was great, just a down to earth fighting man or just a seasoned martial arts practitioner.
My position will remain of that of an uncle,
always uncle and when I pass on, older experienced
exponents ‘FULLY’ trained under me-will run the
show-with no uniforms, or sarongs or a magnitude
of patches on their jackets-but they can fight if
they have to and above all-they are fully equipped
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mentally, and physically in shape to be an instructor
or coach.
Everyone still training under me: when in class,
there are no ranks. Everyone is equal.
The event was held in the high Sierras, a small
town in Northern California, close to the California / Nevada state line just outside of Reno by 35
miles. The city, Truckee, has a very treasured historical background. Wagon trails and coaches, mining,
railroads and gambling. This was an essential way
station. A few miles up the road, is Lake Tahoe,
with all that goes with it-entertainment, ski resorts,
and in every coffee shop, hotel, motel, convenience
stores are nothing else but slot machines with equal
opportunity for winning something-or more likely
nothing.
It is impossible to get bored in Reno or Truckee
or Lake Tahoe, and, for my preference over even Las
Vegas with all its extravaganza.
There was still a lots of snow on the ground,
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and the house where I was staying, was like a mansion and quite large spaced. Mr. Daniel Shnurrenburger (a master builder), made this house he has
built, into a hand crafted wonder, with all of world’s
modern conveniences. Daniel gave me his room to
occupy for the weekend. It was a huge room and
attached was also a Turkish bathtub, a wonderful
shower like the ones you find in Aladdin’s adventures. It even had a sauna.
I am a simple man and these seem quite special pleasures. I think the martial arts and a life of struggle
keeps me present.
Behind the house, I well liked so much, is a golf
course, and under snowy condition without people
or golfers-plenty of wild life-who consider the wide
open space as their territory , where no house cats or
dogs that come along are safe to roam.
I saw a bobcat from out of my room and some
coyotes playing in the snow. A strange but rare occasion for me.

Lake Tahoe
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The Martial Gathering

A

s it started out, begun first on Friday, April
the first, was with Mr. James Painter in
his Painter’s Ju Jitsu school in Reno. Mr.
Painter does not need an introduction, and created
his unique system out of many other styles, into
an art of boxing, wrestling, ju jitsu, silat, kung fu
and other well-known martial arts practices. He is
well seasoned on the mat as in the street to combat
assailants or thugs.
Also to be considered a great asset to Masters
on the Mountain, James is big, very loose and
quite a fighter with hidden secrets and full of surprises. I respect him treasurably, because I never saw
another teacher like him. He has a caring soul. A
big man like him, with all his skills, can do everything in what he wants to, what he has in reach and
in trained muscles will give the unprepared more
than they bargained for. What I have always liked
about him, is his down to earthiness and that he
has a caring soul and never hurts anyone he doesn’t
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intend to. His is an amazing martial system for both
beginners and heavy hitters.
Sergey Makarenko, quite a Russian bear out of
Moscow, is huge, very skillful, soft and loose, and
he is an instructor practitioner of the Russian art
Systema. I enjoyed watching him teach on Saturday,
April the 2nd. Quite as skillful he was, amazed me
in many instances by watching him move around
and he can suddenly and swiftly explode like dynamite. A big man with unmeasured skills and will
take a lot more than just a beset or sweep to get
him down. Now, he is scary and especially when he
lashes out with his punches or strikes. His style is a
hidden closet of fighting values. A big man with a
huge smile, as good on the ground as above, he is
really something to reckon with. His website is: norcalsystema.com
Mr. Stewart Lauper came with 5 of his students,
who won their matches on Saturday with the Lake
Tahoe Jujitsu tournament in Truckee. Three wins
and two losses, and Daniel won a first place in the
senior class, and Jesse Henly won his class. Later on
Mr. Lauper came to teach. Lucky for me to have
him as a student. This man is a gentleman totally
on his own, and is a very privately orientated individual and mostly a quiet man with great and excellent skills. He taught boxing and how to improvise
boxing skills with grappling. It would be empty
without him and students on Masters on the Mountains otherwise.
He made fighting into fun for the pleasure of
fun, everybody got bruises and lumps, and they all
love to chase down Sam and anybody else who takes
the event’s motto “playing martial arts for the fun of
it” to heart, and there were plenty of those!
Guru Keith Moffet did an excellent job of representing my art, and I was proud to have him represent it.
Followed up by Mikel La Chapelle, a judoka
at first hand who also taught other skills, with that
bringing-everything-together spirit that I admire.
I was most happy to have met Sifu Chen Kuan
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Cheng, the son of the Tai Chi Master C.K. Chen,
who Don Miller, Sam Edwards and Frank Broadhead visited in Taiwan many years ago, for teaching.
His son taught in Truckee philosophy on a broadened scale-physical and psychological rooting and
simple and amazing drills to move the chi for healing.
I taught very little as an uncle should and left
behind just core principles.
The great masters of healers who were there
shared life and health – a distinguished group of
experts. They were: Darca Nicoholson, a great
healer exponent of “wimp yoga,” especially geared
to physical support in correcting proper alignment
and foot positioning. A refined art to better health.
Dr. Itamar Venitzky shared in how to prevent wrist
injuries and had a productive session in the restoring
arts. He has helped some of the participants through
traumatic injuries.
Cosme Castanieto shared life’s philosophy with
all of us, and was excellent for the lecture on the
spirit in all of us, and his experience.
A visiting sifu, one of the late and honored
Willem Reeders descendants shared some of his
Reeder pakua with us.
It was great to meet sifu Lu of Grass Field Valley.
The event was highly advantageous to all, adventurous and successful.
A Special Celebration

M

asters on the Mountain on April 1 to
3 was a special celebration for Sam
Edwards’ 73rd birthday. The main
reason I attended the event in Truckee was, I just
wanted to be there, because Sam Edwards is a most
appreciated member of my extended family, and
also highly rated by me for his work.
Being a great author himself and is accomplished in many things, and did anything sometimes
with results unexpected to him! His presence alone
produces energy and fun. Sam likes to play fight like
younger men would do. I am also delighted to have
seen Sam teach on Sunday. It was a great session,

Sam, and you also inspire me. Sam has many hidden
skills and also even greater skills to bring people
together.
I’d like to take this time out also to thank Frank
Broadhead for being a great master of ceremonies and for putting the schedules together. Frank
himself is a great Tai Chi practitioner and a very
admired man for his outstanding skills. Sam says
Frank remembers all the things they learned in
Taiwan but which he, Sam, forgot, and he taught
too during break time a session of Tai Chi to Stewart Lauper’s group.
Also further thanking the people who had organized the whole event, especially Nikki and Daniel.
Sam’s son Anders, Marilyn, Bob and Irene for the
filming and handling the camera.
I thank all of them for being who they are; perhaps some of the very best of martials arts gurus in
my experience and also masters of healers.

O

n my way home, on a United flight, I
was thinking that I miss them already for
being the best of friends and best of family
I could not ask more to have. It is persons like these
I like to surround myself with instead having to look
at uniforms or sarongs or knives or sticks or “deadly”
masters who like to be scary. Give me a break!!
Put this in the magazines, as an event for martial
artist who have put their egos in a bag, and want to
have fun as they gain skills not unlike bears and lions
who achieve some skills while they play. It doesn’t need
to be scary. 
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